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Ye Junlin stared at him and said, “I didn’t say I was with him, and I

didn’t want to help him! It’s just that you can’t kill him for the time

being!”

“Yes, we still have something to do! When we are done, you can do

other things!”

Doctor Dark also said.

They dare not disclose the matter of letting the King of Evil Gu

detoxify Junjun.

This kind of evil method is despised by everyone, and it is also prone

to accidents.

“As long as you stop us from destroying the King of Evil Gus, you are

helping him!”

“Yeah, we are all stupid to the door, you stop us?”

“Besides, what do you have to do with this scourge that has been

stinking for thousands of years?”

“You can stop us, but you must give us a good reason!”

…

Long San, Long Wu and the others said coldly one by one.

Even Qinglong and Xiao Feng couldn’t understand it.

What exactly does Ye Junlin have to discuss with the King of Evil Gus?

“Is this Ye Junlin? If you stop us, you are going against the wishes of

the entire Great Xia!”

“You are preventing us from killing the people! Do you know how

many people inside these people have killed? Many living people are

suffering inside at the moment!”

“We’re a second late, we don’t know how many people died, how many

people suffered! We’re here to save them!”

“When you stop us, you are harming people, helping the great scourge

of the King of Evil Gus! Are you sure?”

…

These major forces that kill people like numb, say that the justice is

Ling Ran, and the sound is grand.

They were obviously eager to divide up the treasures of the King of

Evil Gus and the treasures of heaven and earth from the first-level

forbidden land.

But take this supreme excuse.

But what they say is reasonable, and you can’t refute it.

“Do you know how difficult it is for us to get together? It’s hard to

eradicate the scourge, but you are actually blocking it?”

“Anything that stands in your way, no matter what your excuse is! You

are helping the King of Evil Gus! That is our enemy! Daxia’s enemy!”

Long San also stood on the moral high ground and began to put

pressure on Ye Junlin.

“Ye Junlin, you have considered it clearly, standing opposite us is our

enemy! We don’t mind getting rid of you first, and then step on the lair

of the evil king!”

Long Wu directly regards Ye Junlin as an enemy.

“Yes! Blockers are killed without mercy!”

The major forces shouted.

A war is imminent.

“Wait! Slow! Everyone calm down first!”

Qinglong and the others immediately stood up, for fear that the two

sides would fight directly.

“Wait for me to ask!”

Qinglong gestured to Long Sanlongwu, and then asked Ye Junlin:

“Boss, what is the matter with you coming to find the King of Evil

Gus? If you don’t make it clear, everyone will not stop!”

Ye Junlin hesitated.

Where can you say this?

Looking for the King of Evil Gus to detoxify, what about bullshit?

And the principle of detoxification is to let the king of evil gu use his

strongest evil gu to devour the poison in Junjun.

Now everyone knows how strong the poison is in Junjun. If he is

swallowed by the most poisonous poison of the king of evil gu, he

does not know how strong the poison will be.

This is equivalent to making the King of Evil Gu stronger, who can

agree?

Ye Junlin said it, and most people must object.

Besides, there are people who will definitely stop using this kind of evil

method to detoxify Junjun.

Ye Junlin was not afraid of them and could kill them all.

But how can you kill because of this?

“The reason I can’t say for the time being!”

It’s just that Ye Junlin’s voice just fell.

Someone immediately said: “You shouldn’t ask the King of Evil Gus to

detoxify your daughter, right?”

Someone guessed it.

This made Ye Junlin tremble.

Someone reminded, and everyone reacted.

“I heard that the king of evil gu has refined a kind of evil gu since he

knew the gu technique, and it is called the strongest evil gu! It is still

refining gu! Now this most poisonous Gu is so powerful that it is close

to the point of death within 100 meters!”
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